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Abstract 
Objective: Major depressive disorder 
(MDD) is common, but current treatment 
options have significant limitations 
in terms of access and efficacy. This 
study examined the effectiveness of 
transcranial alternating current stimulation 
(tACS) for the acute treatment of MDD. 

Methods: We performed a triple-blind, 
fully remote, randomized controlled trial 
comparing tACS with sham treatment. 
Adults aged 21–65 years meeting DSM- 
5 criteria for MDD and having a score on 
the Beck Depression Inventory, Second 
Edition (BDI-II), between 20 and 63 were 
eligible to participate. Participants 
utilized tACS or sham treatment for two 
20-minute treatment sessions daily for 
4 weeks. The primary outcome was 

change in BDI-II score from baseline to 
the week 2 time point in an intent-to- 
treat analysis, followed by analyses 
of treatment-adherent participants. 
Secondary analyses examined change 
at the week 1 and 4 time points, 
responder rates, subgroup analyses, 
other self-report mood measures, and 
safety. The study was conducted from 
April to October 2022. 

Results: A total of 255 participants were 
randomized to active or sham treatment. 
Improvement in intent-to-treat analysis 
was not statistically significant at week 
2 (P = .056), but there were significant 
effects in participants with high adherence 
(P = .005). Significantly greater 
improvement at week 1 (P = .020) and 
greater response at week 4 (P = .028) 
occurred following tACS. Improvements 

were significantly larger for female 
participants. There were no significant 
effects on secondary mood measures. 
Side effects were minimal and mild. 

Conclusions: Rapid, clinically significant 
improvement in depression in adults with 
MDD was associated with tACS, 
particularly for women. Compared to 
other depression therapies, tACS has 
3 key advantages: rapid, clinically 
significant treatment effect, the ability 
of patients to use the treatment on 
their own at home, and the rarity and 
low impact of adverse events. 
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M ajor depressive disorder (MDD) is the second 
leading cause of disability in the United States1 

and 11th worldwide.2 Moreover, the rate of 
clinical depression among US adults more than tripled 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.3 The prevalence of MDD 
is also approximately twice as high for females compared 
to males.4 

Inadequate access to depression treatment has been 
recognized as a public health issue, and the majority of 
patients treated with psychotropic medications receive 
their prescriptions from their primary care physician, 
rather than a psychiatrist.5 It has been argued that 
depression is significantly undertreated, particularly 
in primary care settings.6 Importantly, initial 

improvements in mood typically occur only after 
2–4 weeks of treatment with medications and 4–8 weeks 
with psychotherapy.7 Delayed responses to treatment 
can result in diminished adherence.8 Controlled 
substances, such as esketamine, are fast-acting but are 
associated with substantial side effects.9 There is a need 
for depression treatments that pose low risk to patients 
and provide rapid benefit. 

Noninvasive brain stimulation (NIBS) is a collection 
of techniques that stimulate or alter brain activity from 
outside of the body that includes clinic-based treatments 
such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and 
electroconvulsive therapy.10 Transcranial alternating 
current stimulation (tACS) is a form of wearable brain 
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stimulation that delivers a low-intensity, pulsed, alternating 
current via scalp electrodes so that current passes through 
the skull to modulate neural activity.11,12 The current in 
tACS is often sinusoidal although a range of waveforms is 
possible.13 This is in contrast to transcranial direct current 
stimulation (tDCS), which delivers a constant current 
throughout the treatment period. The Food and Drug 
Administration regulates tACS within the category of cranial 
electrotherapy stimulation (CES), which includes tACS and 
tDCS devices intended to treat depression, anxiety, or 
insomnia.14 An extensive evidence-based synthesis concluded 
that tACS may have benefit for depression without serious 
side effects, although the overall quality of the evidence 
was low.15 One recent randomized trial found that active 
tACS treatment was associated with higher remission 
rates compared to sham treatment.16 There is a critical 
need for further controlled research to investigate the 
efficacy of tACS for the treatment of depression. 

The goal of this study was to provide more conclusive 
evidence by conducting a large-scale, randomized 
controlled clinical trial in individuals with current MDD. 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the trial was conducted 
remotely. The primary objective was to test the safety and 
effectiveness of tACS, compared to sham treatment, for 
the treatment of MDD in adults. 

METHODS 

Study Design 
A triple-blind, fully remote, randomized controlled 

trial was conducted in the United States. Subjects were 
randomly assigned (approximately 1:1) to active or sham 
treatment. The subjects, assessors, and sponsor were all 
blinded to study conditions. The James Blinding Index 
was used to assess the success of subject blinding. 

The study was performed in compliance with good 
clinical practice. The study protocol was registered in 
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT05384041) and was fully 
approved by an institutional review board. The study 
was conducted from April to October 2022. 

Patients 
Adults meeting the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), 

criteria for MDD, diagnosed by a study clinician, of 
moderate-severe severity on the Beck Depression 
Inventory, Second Edition (BDI-II), could participate. 
Eligibility criteria were as follows: age 21–65 years; US 
resident; able to read/write English; able to commit to 
the treatment protocol; no history of suicide attempt or 
active suicidal ideation with plan or intent in the past 
30 days; no previous hospitalization for mental health 
condition within 1 year; no use of neuromodulation 
within 1 year; no changes in prescription nervous system 
medication within 30 days; no use of recreational 
substances, hypnotics, steroids, and/or marijuana 
products within 30 days; not experiencing problems with 
alcohol or substance abuse in the past 12 months; not 
experiencing mental health disorders other than MDD; no 
known history of heart disease or trigeminal neuralgia; 
and no pacemaker or any form of medical electronics. 
Sexually active females of childbearing potential were 
required to commit to practicing at least 1 method of 
contraception during the study. 

Procedures 
All data were entered into the Climb electronic 

patient-reported outcomes clinical trials software 
platform. Potential subjects completed an online 
prescreening process. Eligible participants met virtually 
with investigative staff, who reviewed the trial’s purpose, 
procedures, risks and benefits, compensation, and data 
confidentiality. Interested participants then completed 
the informed consent form electronically via DocuSign. 
Participants began a 14-day lead-in period, after which 
they retook the self-report assessments and a computer- 
administered Mini-International Neuropsychiatric 
Interview (MINI). A BDI-II score between 20 and 63 was 
required at both initial prescreening and baseline to 
participate. The goal of this lead-in was to eliminate 
participants with transient depression that could 
potentially bias study outcomes. Given the timing of 
these assessments, participants had to have been 
experiencing depression for at least 1 month prior to the 
start of the treatment. During a clinical interview with a 
study clinician, participants were assessed using the 
DSM-5 criteria for MDD and other psychiatric disorders, 
and MINI responses were reviewed for final 
determination of eligibility. 

Eligible participants were randomized to either the 
active treatment group (active device) or the control group 
(sham device) by an unblinded investigative staff member, 
who had no participant contact and did not discuss group 
allocation with other members of the investigative team. 
The randomization assignments were made sequentially. 
There were no restrictions or other inputs dictating 
randomization order for the initial 250 randomizations 
required by the protocol. Excess randomizations beyond 
250 used a table with equal allocations between active and 
sham arms in every block of 10. 

Clinical Points 
• Noninvasive brain stimulation approaches such as 

transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) have 
been proposed as treatments for major depressive 
disorder (MDD), but adequately powered controlled 
trials are lacking. 

• For patients with MDD, tACS produces rapid effects with 
minimal safety risk. 
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tACS Treatment 
This study investigated the Fisher Wallace 

Stimulator, Model FW-200 tACS device. The FW-200 
is a wearable, self-administered tACS device powered 
by 2 AA batteries and comprised a handheld pulse 
generator, 2 electrodes that attach to the pulse 
generator via wires, and an adjustable headband used 
to secure the electrodes. The FW-200 delivers 2 mA 
(±10% tolerance) of pulsed alternating current, 
with a pulse width of 33.3 microseconds, using a 
rectangular, bipolar (bidirectional) waveform, 
employing a 15,000-Hz carrier frequency and 
2 modulating frequencies of 500 Hz and 15 Hz, 
delivered through two 1.5-inch-diameter (circular) 
sponge electrodes moistened with tap water and 
secured under the headband at the squamous 
temporal bone above the posterior aspect of the 
zygomatic arch on either side of the head. The device 
turns off automatically after each 20-minute 
treatment session. The sham tACS device appeared to 
function identically to the active device but did not 
deliver electrical stimulation. Participants were 
instructed to engage in quiet activity during each 20- 
minute treatment session. After the training session, 
participants were asked which type of investigational 
device they believed they received (active device or 
control) and selected from 5 options to indicate the 
strength of this belief. The participants’ responses 
were analyzed using the James Blinding Index.17 

Participants from both the sham and active treatment 
arms engaged in 20 minutes of usage twice daily, once 
after waking for the day and once prior to going to 
bed. Each day, subjects reported whether they used the 
study device as instructed and any changes to their 
health status or medications. After 1, 2, and 4 weeks 
of treatment, participants completed clinical outcome 
measures and reported any adverse events (AEs) or 
changes to concomitant medications. 

Outcomes 
The assessments used in this trial are commonly used in 

the mental health field to evaluate psychiatric disorders.7,18 

Beck Depression Inventory, Second Edition. The BDI-II 
is a multiple-choice self-report inventory that assesses 
severity of depression. The BDI-II contains 21 items 
on a 4-point scale from 0 to 3 for a total score from 
0 to 63.19 

Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. The MINI 
is an assessment tool for the major psychiatric disorders.18 

In the current trial, the MINI was used in a participant 
self-administered format and was confirmed during 
participants’ telemedicine visit with a clinician in order 
to rule out any comorbid diagnoses. 

Patient Health Questionnaire-9. The Patient Health 
Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) is a 9-item scale covering the 
DSM-5 criteria for MDD. Scores range from 0 to 27.20 

Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology. 
The Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology 
Self-Report (QIDS-SR) is a 16-item rating scale that 
assesses 9 criterion symptom domains to diagnose a major 
depressive episode. The total score ranges from 0 to 27.21 

Statistical Analysis 
Sample size for the study was based on the primary 

outcome measure of change in the BDI-II. Sample size 
calculations were based on a planned sample size of 
250 evaluable subjects with 1:1 allocation. The trial 
provided 80% power assuming a population mean 
difference between groups of 3.2 and a common 
standard deviation of 9 based on a 2-sided 2-sample 
Student t test with an alpha of 0.05. Previous data 
suggested the standard deviation for 2-week 
improvement to be ∼6.5; however, a conservative 
estimate of 9 was used for these calculations. 

All analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4. 
The primary end point analysis was performed at the 
1-sided 0.025 alpha level, with all other analyses based 
on a nominal 2-sided 0.05 alpha level. Confidence 
intervals and P values for secondary end points and 
subgroup analyses were not adjusted for multiple 
comparisons. The primary analyses used an intent-to- 
treat (ITT) analysis as a more conservative estimate of 
treatment effects. Select analyses were then conducted 
with only subjects who demonstrated high self-reported 
adherence to twice-daily use each day up to the primary 
2-week time point (per-protocol treatment). 

The primary efficacy end point was defined as the 
change in BDI-II score at week 2 compared to baseline 
in the active treatment vs control arm. Analysis was 
performed using a linear regression model for change, 
adjusted for each subject’s baseline value. Missing data 
for the primary end point only were handled via 
multiple imputation based on a fully conditional 
specification with the following covariates: age, sex, 
baseline BDI-II, week 1 BDI-II, and available follow- 
up BDI. Imputation was performed separately by the 
treatment group. Several sensitivity analyses were 
performed. These were supportive in nature and 
employed nominal confidence levels. The primary end 
point was repeated using the as-treated and per- 
protocol populations. The same statistical methods as 
those used by the primary end point were utilized. 
Secondary analyses were conducted for the week 1 and 
4 time points and for the PHQ-9 and QIDS-SR at all 
time points, adjusting for baseline scores. A secondary 
analysis compared the BDI-II responder rate at weeks 
1, 2, and 4, with response defined as 50% or greater 
improvement in score from baseline. Subgroup 
analysis of the primary end point was performed in the 
ITT analysis set for the subgroups defined by sex, race, 
and baseline BDI-II [moderate (20–28) vs severe 
(29–63)] by utilizing an interaction between treatment 
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arm and subgroup. Interaction term with a P 
value <.15 was further examined per the prespecified 
analysis plan. No adjustment for multiple comparisons 

was performed. An exploratory analysis examined 
whether concurrent use of antidepressant medications 
affected treatment outcomes. 

Table 1. 
Participant Characteristics—Intent-to-Treat Sample (N = 255) 

Assessment 
Active treatment 

(N = 126) 
Control treatment 

(N = 129) 
Total 

(N = 255) P value 
Age, y .7182 

N 126 129 255 
Mean 39.6 40.1 39.8 
SD 10.04 10.90 10.47 
Median 38.5 39 39 
Min 21 21 21 
Max 63 63 63 

Biological sex, n (%) .1978 
Female 96 (76.19%) 89 (68.99%) 185 (72.55%) 
Male 30 (23.81%) 40 (31.01%) 70 (27.45%) 

Race/ethnicity, n (%) .9280 
White 92 (73.02%) 99 (76.74%) 191 (74.90%) 
Asian 4 (3.17%) 5 (3.88%) 9 (3.53%) 
Black or African 
American 

9 (7.14%) 7 (5.43%) 16 (6.27%) 

Hispanic or Latino 9 (7.14%) 7 (5.43%) 16 (6.27%) 
Other 12 (9.52%) 11 (8.53%) 23 (9.02%) 

Table 2. 
Baseline Clinical Characteristics 
Assessment Active treatment (N = 126) Control treatment (N = 129) Total (N = 255) P value 
BDI-II scoresa .8562 

N 126 129 255 
Mean 34.1 33.9 34.0 
SD 8.88 8.99 8.92 
Median 33 33 33 
Min 20 20 20 
Max 57 59 59 

BDI-II clinically based categories .4244 
Minimal 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 
Mild 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 
Moderate 44 (34.92%) 39 (30.23%) 83 (32.55%) 
Severe 82 (65.08%) 90 (69.77%) 172 (67.45%) 

Patient Health Questionnaire-9 Depression Scale .8156 
N 126 129 255 
Mean 16.0 15.9 16.0 
SD 4.76 4.82 4.78 
Median 16 16 16 
Min 4 6 4 
Max 26 27 27 

Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology-Self Report .8057 
N 126 129 255 
Mean 16.0 15.9 16.0 
SD 3.91 3.67 3.78 
Median 16 16 16 
Min 8 8 8 
Max 25 25 25 

Use of concurrent antidepressant medication 55 (43.7%) 47 (36.4%) 102 (40.0%) .3623 

aBDI-II scores of 0–13 indicate minimal depression, scores of 14–19 indicate mild depression, scores of 20–28 indicate moderate depression, and scores of 29–63 indicate 
severe depression. 

Abbreviation: BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory-II. 
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RESULTS 

Patient Characteristics 
Participants were recruited between April and August 

2022. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics 
are summarized in Table 1. Based on baseline BDI-II 

scores, 32.6% and 67.5% of the sample reported 
moderate and severe depression symptoms, respectively, 
as shown in Table 2. A CONSORT diagram showing 
the flow of participants is presented in Figure 1. 

The blinding index (0.718, 95% CI, 0.668 to 0.768) 
showed a lower confidence bound above 0.5 and is 

Figure 1. 
CONSORT Diagram 

Attended clinical interview
(n = 448)

Enrollment

2-week lead-in

Randomization
(n = 255)

Week 1

Consented and screened
(n = 869)

Week 2

Week 3-4

Control (sham) treatment
(n = 129)

Completed week 1 evaluations
(n = 125)

Completed week 2 evaluations
(n = 125)

Completed week 4 evaluations
(n = 125)

Completion
(end of week 4)

Active (FW-200) treatment
(n = 126)

Completed week 1 evaluations
(n = 124)

Completed week 2 evaluations
(n = 123)

Completed week 4 evaluations
(n = 121)

Excluded (n = 421)
  · Did not complete baseline assessment after
     2-week lead-in (n = 138)
  · Disqualified at baseline (n = 84)
  · Did not attend clinical interview (n = 199)

Excluded (n = 193)
  · Disqualified at clinical interview (n = 191)
  · Disqualified upon review of clinical
     interview based on physical health (n = 2)

Table 3. 
Primary Efficacy End Pointa 

Variable Treatment Estimate 95% CI P valueb 

Change in Beck Depression Inventory-II score at week 2 
ITT analyses Activec 16.65 14.691 to 18.610 

Controlc 14.36 12.244 to 16.476 
Differenceb 2.04 −0.476 to 4.549 .056 

Per protocol analyses Active 17.15 15.040 to 19.253 
Control 13.62 11.439 to 15.802 
Difference 3.72 1.103 to 6.340 .005 

aAnalysis was based on a linear model and performed at the 1-sided 0.025 alpha level. A 2-sided 95% CI was 
derived for the estimate. 

bMultiple imputation was used. 100 imputations were performed. Results pooled from 2-sample Student t test. 
cObserved data (no imputation was performed). 
Abbreviation: ITT = intent to treat. 
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considered successful blinding.17 Overall, 56% and 45% 
in the active and control groups, respectively, did not 
believe they knew their assigned treatment. Self-reported 
adherence was high, with 85.1% of participants 
reporting twice-daily usage throughout the first 14 days. 
When broken down by group, 86.5% of subjects in the 
active group engaged in complete use throughout 
14 days and 83.7% in the sham group. 

Outcome Measures 
Table 2 presents the baseline statistics for all clinical 

outcome measures. The results of the primary 
effectiveness end points related to the change in BDI-II 
score at 2 weeks for the ITT population are shown 
in Table 3 and Figure 2A. Both treatment groups 
showed improvements in mean BDI-II scores at week 
2 compared to baseline (active: 16.65; control: 14.36), 
with the confidence bound for each group excluding zero 
and lower bound values of 14.69 and 12.24, respectively, 
for the active and control groups. The difference between 
groups was not significant (difference: 2.04; 1-sided 
P = .056, 95% CI, −0.476 to 4.549). Post hoc analysis of 
participants with 100% compliance in the first 14 days 
showed a significantly greater BDI-II improvement in the 
active treatment versus control at 2 weeks (difference: 
3.72, P = .005, 95% CI, 1.103 to 6.340) (Figure 2B). 
There were also significant effects at the secondary 1-week 
(difference: 3.10, P = .022) and 4-week (difference: 4.10, 
P = .018) time points (Supplementary Table 2). 

In preplanned subgroup analyses, females showed a 
nominally significant difference between active and control 
treatments at week 2 on ITT analysis (17.9 vs 14.2, 
respectively; nominal subgroup P = .020; Supplementary 
Table 1) and a significant difference on per-protocol 
analysis (18.3 vs 13.76; nominal subgroup P = .008). 
There was not a nominally significant difference for 

males. There was no evidence of interaction of subgroup 
differences for race or baseline BDI-II severity. 

In secondary analyses of BDI-II scores at weeks 
1 and 4 compared to baseline, treatment effects favored 
active treatment at both time points (P = .020 and .028, 
respectively) (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table 2). 
The active treatment group showed a significantly 
greater change from baseline compared to the control 
treatment at week 1 (P = .048). Like the BDI-II, scores 
on the PHQ-9 and QIDS-SR also showed a consistent 
treatment effect that directionally favored the active 
treatment at all time points based on point estimates 
(Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). However, there were 
no statistically significant differences between active 
and control treatments on these measures. Finally, in 
responder analyses by week 4, the active treatment 
group showed a significantly greater responder rate 
than the control group (65.08% vs 52.71%, P = .045) 
(Supplementary Table 5). Sex-specific responder 
analyses revealed that active treatment was associated 
with significantly higher response at most time points 
only in females (Supplementary Table 6). Concurrent use 
of antidepressant medication was fairly common, with 
43.7% of the active treatment group and 36.4% of the 
sham group reporting use (Table 2). Within the active 
treatment group, there were no differences in outcome 
at week 2 between those on and off antidepressant 
medications (P = .543). 

Safety Results 
The numbers of AEs were small; 19 subjects (15.1%) 

in the active group reported 34 events and 10 subjects 
(7.8%) in the control group reported 13 events. No 
serious AEs were reported. Only 1 AE (skin discomfort) 
led to device discontinuation. Complete reporting of all 
AEs is provided in Supplementary Table 7. 

Figure 2. 
Mean BDI-II Scores Over Time in (A) Intent-to-Treat Sample and (B) Per-Protocol Sample 
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DISCUSSION 

This study examined the effectiveness of tACS, 
compared to sham treatment, for MDD of at least 
moderate severity in adults. In ITT analyses, both the 
active and control groups exhibited clinically significant 
improvements in self-reported depression severity at 
2 weeks, but the difference in improvement between 
groups was not statistically significant. Self-reported 
adherence was high, with 85% of participants reporting 
twice-daily use every day in the first 2 weeks, and in 
these participants, the difference between groups was 
statistically significant at all time points. Treatment effects 
were greatest among female participants for whom active 
tACS was superior to sham tACS across time points. There 
was a statistically significant advantage of active treatment 
over control at 1 week, and the clinical response rate was 
significantly greater after 4 weeks for those who received 
active treatment. Active tACS greatly exceeded the 17.5% 
threshold of minimal clinically important within-group 
difference established for the BDI-II.22 

Clinical gains were larger for female participants, which 
is noteworthy, given the higher rates of MDD compared to 
males.4 Post hoc investigation of randomization revealed 
an imbalance in sex and severity distribution such that 
72.5% of male participants in the control group were 
severely depressed at baseline, compared to only 
50% in the active group. Among female participants, 
the prevalence of severe depression at baseline was 
proportional in the active and control groups at 69.8% and 
68.5%, respectively. The imbalance in males may have 
contributed to the weaker effects observed in males. 

It is important to consider these findings in the broader 
context of NIBS for the treatment of MDD. First, there are 
parallels between the results of this study and a pivotal 
TMS study.23 Both treatments showed statistical trends at 
the time point for their primary end point, but tACS also 
demonstrated a statistically significant benefit over sham 
treatment at the secondary week 1 time point. It is also 
useful to compare these effects with studies of other CES 
approaches, for which the evidence of efficacy is mixed.15 

Other devices often utilize electrodes that are not placed 
directly on the scalp, so the current, while alternating, is not 
delivered transcranially. The waveform of the current may 
also be an important parameter, and the rectangular 
waveform of the FW-200 may provide an advantage over 
the sinusoidal current produced by other devices. Current 
delivered in square wave or sawtooth waveforms may be 
more effective than that delivered in sinusoidal waveforms 
for entraining neural oscillations.24,25 

In contrast to several other forms of NIBS, tACS 
treatment is patient-led at home and requires no provider 
involvement following the initial prescription. Other 
treatments involve regular clinical appointments, 
imparting a substantially higher patient burden. For many 
patients, this considerable time commitment may make 

treatment untenable. Importantly, the demand for 
mental healthcare far outstrips the supply of available 
providers, so effective patient-led treatments are needed 
to address this unmet need. 

There are a number of notable strengths of this study. 
First, a 14-day lead-in period was included to reduce the 
impact of improvements due to natural remission of 
MDD. Second, active treatment was compared to the 
use of a sham treatment without electrical stimulation, 
providing a more rigorous test of treatment effectiveness 
compared to a waitlist or treatment-as-usual control 
condition. The validity of the control condition is supported 
by analyses indicating successful blinding. Participants 
were allowed to be on concurrent antidepressant 
treatment to mimic real-world conditions in which the 
device would likely be used. Use of antidepressants was 
not associated with any differences in treatment outcome 
(results not shown). Finally, rates of treatment adherence 
were very high, and dropout was very low, with 85.1% of 
participants indicating that they used the device according 
to instructions for the first 2 weeks of treatment. 

In contrast, a limitation of the study is the reliance 
on self-reported patient outcome measures, which 
are subject to more cognitive biases than clinician- 
administered assessments and may have contributed to 
the high sham response. Self-report was also used for 
determining adherence, and the reported rates may not 
accurately reflect actual use patterns. Treatment effects 
beyond 4 weeks are not known and will need to be 
tested in future studies. Although the sham treatment 
condition is a strong comparator, it does not permit 
assessment of naturalistic changes in mood that might 
have occurred without any treatment. The large 
improvements in the sham group also make it difficult to 
know how much of the treatment effect was due to the 
direct effects of the tACS device vs placebo effects. 
Having all subjects engage in 40 minutes per day of calm 
activities may itself have had therapeutic benefits 
irrespective of tACS. This study was not designed to 
detect differences in subpopulations (eg, differing 
severity levels or in females). Finally, the sample 
predominantly identified as Caucasian, so future studies 
need to investigate efficacy in more diverse samples. 

In conclusion, tACS treatment can produce rapid, 
clinically significant improvements in depression in adults 
with MDD relative to baseline severity of depression, 
particularly for females. Not surprisingly, effects were 
largest in those with high rates of adherence, and for these 
individuals, clinical improvements were significantly 
higher at all time points. Although it is difficult to 
tease out the contribution of placebo effects to these 
improvements, tACS has notable advantages in relation to 
other antidepressant therapies, including rapid, clinically 
significant treatment effects, the ability of patients to use 
the treatment on their own at home, and the rarity and 
low impact of the AEs. Future studies are needed that 
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examine treatment over longer periods of time to 
determine whether treatment effects can be maintained. 
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Supplemental information 

 

Supplementary Table 1: Subgroup analyses for improvement from Baseline in BDI-

II at 2 weeks 

 

Factor Subgroup Statistical testing Treatment  N Mean 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval 

p-value 

Sex          

 Female 
Active  94 17.9 15.844 - 19.986  

 
Control  85 14.2 11.723 - 16.583  

 
Total  179 16.1 14.534 - 17.723 0.0197 

 Male 
Active  29 12.6 7.702 - 17.401  

 
Control  40 14.8 10.503 - 19.097  

 
Total  69 13.9 10.707 - 17.003 0.4858 

  Sex (Female / Male)      0.1610 

  Treatment effect      0.1153 

  Interaction      0.0842 

       

Race       

 White 
Active  90 16.5 14.343 - 18.746  

 
Control  95 14.1 11.790 - 16.400  

 
Total  185 15.3 13.695 - 16.878 0.1294 

        

 Non-White 
Active  33 16.9 12.569 - 21.310  

 
Control  30 15.2 9.989 - 20.412  

 
Total  63 16.1 12.825 - 19.398 0.6013 

       

  Race (White / Other)      0.7102 

  Treatment effect      0.1546 

  Interaction      0.7967 
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Factor Subgroup Statistical testing Treatment  N Mean 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval 

p-value 

 

 

Baseline Beck Depression Inventory-II 

      

 Moderate 
Active  44 11.3 8.479 - 14.021  

 
Control  38 10 7.375 - 12.625  

 
Total  82 10.7 8.785 - 12.556 0.5140 

        

 Severe 
Active  79 19.7 17.235 - 22.082  

 
Control  87 16.3 13.515 - 19.014  

 
Total  166 17.9 16.034 - 19.725 0.0696 

  Baseline status (Moderate / Severe) 
    <.0001 

  Treatment effect      0.1016 

  Interaction      0.2181 

Note: 

Moderate (20–28) vs. severe (29–63) depression based on the subjects baseline BDI-II score at the conclusion of the lead-in 

period. The analysis was based on observed data and on a linear regression model was used in testing the differences in sex 

and baseline category by subgroups. A two-factor ANOVA was used to the test the differences between the females and male 

groups and initial moderate and severe groups with the factors baseline status, treatment effect and interaction. 
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Supplementary Table 2: Change in BDI-II at weeks 1, 2 and 4 compared to baseline. 

 

Variable Treatment N Mean SD Min Median Max 

ITT Analysis 

Change in BDI-II at Week 1        

 Active Treatment 124 14.1 9.93 -9 12.5 43 

 Control Treatment 125 11.5 10.68 -9 9.0 44 

Change in BDI-II at Week 4        

 Active Treatment 121 19.9 11.91 -12 21.0 49 

 Control Treatment 125 16.9 12.46 -17 16.0 51 

        

Per Protocol Analysis 

Change in BDI-II at Week 1        

 Active Treatment 117 14.4 10.14 -9 13.0 43 

 Control Treatment 117 11.3 10.09 -9 9.0 44 

Change in BDI-II at Week 4        

 Active Treatment 97 20.0 11.87 -12 22.0 49 

 Control Treatment 101 16.5 12.47 -17 16.8 51 
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Supplementary Table 3: Change in PHQ-9 at weeks 1, 2 and 4 compared to 

baseline. 

 

Variable Treatment Estimate 95% confidence interval p-value 

Change in PHQ-9 at Week 1     

 Active Treatment 5.27 4.338 - 6.211  

 Control Treatment 4.5 3.533 - 5.475  

 Total 4.89 4.216 - 5.559 0.2595 

Change in PHQ-9 at Week 2     

 Active Treatment 7.46 6.457 - 8.470  

 Control Treatment 6.29 5.144 - 7.432  

 Total 6.87 6.110 - 7.632 0.1286 

Change in PHQ-9 at Week 4     

 Active Treatment 8.88 7.823 - 9.946  

 Control Treatment 7.72 6.559 - 8.881  

 Total 8.29 7.507 - 9.078 0.1449 
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Supplementary Table 4: Change in QIDS-SR at weeks 1, 2 and 4 compared to 

baseline. 

 

Variable Treatment Estimate 95% confidence interval p-value 

Change in QIDS-SR at Week 1     

 Active Treatment 5.53 4.688 - 6.377  

 Control Treatment 4.77 3.923 - 5.613  

 Total 5.15 4.554 - 5.744 0.2065 

Change in QIDS-SR at Week 2     

 Active Treatment 6.72 5.842 - 7.589  

 Control Treatment 5.71 4.719 - 6.705  

 Total 6.21 5.549 - 6.870 0.1349 

Change in QIDS-SR at Week 4     

 Active Treatment 7.99 7.038 - 8.946  

 Control Treatment 6.9 5.938 - 7.870  

 Total 7.44 6.761 - 8.117 0.1142 

      

Note: 

The analysis was performed on observed data (no imputation was applied) 

The analysis aimed the comparison of the treatment means with a two-sample t-test. The 

nominal two-sided 0.05 alpha level was considered as statistically significant result. 
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Supplementary Table 5: BDI-II responders with at least 50% improvement in BDI-

II by time point. 

 

Visit      Response 
Active Treatment 

(N = 126) 

Control 

(N = 129) 

 

p-value 

Week 1    

 Yes 46 (36.51%) 38 (29.46%) 0.231 

 No 80 (63.49%) 91 (70.54%)  

    

Week 2    

 Yes 64 (50.79%) 55 (42.64%) 0.192 

 No 62 (49.21%) 74 (57.36%)  

    

Week 4    

 Yes 82 (65.08%) 68 (52.71%) 0.045 

 No 44 (34.92%) 61 (47.29%)  

     

Note: 

The analysis was performed on observed data (no imputation was applied). 

The analysis compared the distributions under different treatments with a Chi-square test. The 

nominal two-sided 0.05 alpha level was considered a statistically significant result. 
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Supplementary Table 6. Proportion of Subjects Achieving at least 

50% Improvement from Baseline in BDI-II, Stratified by Sex in the 

ITT Population 

Gender Timepoint Active Arm Control Arm P-Value1 

Female Week 1 38.9% (37/95) 23.5% (20/85) 0.026 

Week 2 55.3% (52/94) 41.2% (35/85) 0.059 

Week 4 73.9% (68/92) 55.3% (47/85) 0.009 

Male Week 1 31.0% (9/29) 45.0% (18/40) 0.241 

Week 2 41.4% (12/29) 50.0% (20/40) 0.478 

Week 4 48.3% (14/29) 52.5% (21/40) 0.729 
1 Chi-square p-value. 
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Supplementary Table 7: Number of Patients with Adverse Events by Outcome and Description Analysis Set: Intent to Treat 

Population (N = 255) 

Adverse Events 

Outcome 

 Description 

Active Treatment 

N=126 

Control Treatment 

N=129 

Total 

N=255 

Subjects with at least one AE  19 (15.08%)  10 (7.75%)  29 (11.37%) 

Not Resolved   2 (1.59%)   1 (0.78%)   3 (1.18%) 

Arthritis   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Not known   1 (0.79%)   1 (0.78%)   2 (0.78%) 

Resolved  16 (12.70%)   9 (7.00%)  25 (9.80%) 

Agitation   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.78%)   1 (0.39%) 

Allergy, Blurred vision   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.78%)   1 (0.39%) 

Appetite lost   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Cold symptoms   1 (0.79%)   1 (0.78%)   2 (0.78%) 

Eye movement disorder   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Feeling sad   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Headache   2 (1.59%)   2 (1.55%)   4 (1.57%) 

Headache, Anxiety   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Itching   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Migraine   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Mood change   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 
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Adverse Events 

Outcome 

 Description 

Active Treatment 

N=126 

Control Treatment 

N=129 

Total 

N=255 

Not known   2 (1.59%)   2 (1.55%)   4 (1.57%) 

Sinus infection   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Sinusitis   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Skin discoloration   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.78%)   1 (0.39%) 

Swollen ankles   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Tinging, Stinging, Flashing lights   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Upper respiratory tract infection   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.78%)   1 (0.39%) 

Unknown   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 

Skin discomfort   1 (0.79%)   0 (0.00%)   1 (0.39%) 
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